Our environmental approach

At Les Sources de Caudalie, there is something that we are really proud of: our land. This exceptional setting,
offered by the nearby nature. We are lucky to enjoy this preserved environment for almost 20 years which we take
great care of.
Les Sources de Caudalie is, above all, a Terre de Vignes (vine land).
Located in the heart of the prestigious Graves region, on the grounds of Château Smith Haut Lafitte, our hotel
benefits from a unique landscape between vines and forest. Pioneer in organic winegrowing the Château Smith
Haut Lafitte uses innovative techniques to respect the soil and the vines. In the vineyard, not one single chemical
product is used. The horses help to work on the delicate hills of white vines. In the cellar, the best of the high
technology is used to work on the grapes and offers you the best wine.
Les Sources de Caudalie is also a 5-star hotel
Following the environmental approach of Château Smith Haut Lafitte, we really try to preserve our natural
resources. We favor the reusable and recyclable goods and we try to reduce our welcome amenities packaging.
We also offer all the not much use soaps, shower gel, shampoo to a charitable association to help people to get
access to this kind of basic products.
Les Sources de Caudalie is also a Michelin starred table : La Grand’Vigne
In 2015, we created a vegetable garden as well as a little farm called The Bee Garden in order to reduce product
importation and to provide the kitchen with fresh eggs, fruits, veggies and eatable flowers. This is our way to
insure a perfect freshness in your plate with zero transport. Additionally, we also recycle our waste in order to
preserve the nature.

Last but not least, Les Sources de Caudalie is also a Vinothérapie Spa where water is a priceless resource. Drawn
from our very own spring water, 540m underneath, this naturally hot water helps to supply the spa and the barrel
bath, jacuzzi or swimming pool with water. With this in mind, the Caudalie beauty products are more than ever
involved in this cosm-ethic approach and offer treatment with the most possible natural formulas. Since 2012,
Caudalie has joined the “1% for the planet” movement. Caudalie now gives away 1% of its worldwide sales to a
reforestation project.
Give back to the nature what she brings us will continue to be our leitmotif for this year and many more.
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